Long-term Volunteer Position
Windsor Hill Wood is seeking an Assistant Warden…..Could it be you?
Would you enjoy being part of a small, family based, rural Community, living alongside a group of
people seeking respite? Are you a good listener and able to respect confidentiality? Would working
together to manage a woodland, grow vegetables and raise animals on our domestic-scale farm, as
part of this community, bring you joy?
If so, are you a mature, pragmatic, practical Christian, looking for a challenging and worthwhile
volunteer opportunity? Are you a team worker, flexible, patient and willing to put your own needs
aside for the sake of the community, when necessary?
Are you available full time to live on site in Shepton Mallet? Or do you live locally and would like to
join us part-time? Could you commit twelve months to this project?
If any part (or all) of this sounds like you, then contact the Chair of Trustees of Windsor Hill Wood for
more information: rennygye@gmail.com . Please explain why you are interested in the position and
tell us about your background and experience and include a CV if possible.

Windsor Hill Wood is a small family based community offering Christian hospitality to people who,
for any number of reasons, are finding life difficult. Some guests suffer from anxiety or depression,
others have addiction issues, have experienced trauma, adverse childhood experiences or suffer from
attachment problems. Some just need a space to remove themselves from daily stresses.
WHW is in 10 acres of land. Our Wardens, along with their two sons, live in the family home and host
up to five guests, one in the main building, the others in shepherd’s huts, each with its own wood
burner. Guests are offered the chance to rediscover peace, silence and acceptance amidst the beauty
and simplicity of the woods. We keep pigs, sheep, chickens, and goats. We bake our own bread. We
grow our own vegetables and heat the main house and its water using a wood burning biomass
boiler. All of the guests participate in the work and we all take turns to do the various tasks. We eat
together at lunch and evening meals and take it in turns to cook for one another. Some guests stay
for just a few days, others for up to a year. We find that being given responsibility as well as
acceptance is often a key part of helping guests to move forward and gain confidence.
As a Christian home offering hospitality, part of the rhythm of life includes the opportunity to pray
together twice a day in our small chapel. People come from all faiths and none and attendance is
optional, as it is for our weekly Bible study.
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